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Specialised Equipment
Here at the Ice Rink Company, we supply a wide range
of specialised equipment to suit you. Whether you're
looking for complex equipment such as Refrigeration
Plants or something as simple as rubber mats we can
supply you with the highest quality products.

SPECIALISED
SERVICES

For a full list of our specialised equipment please be
sure to visit our website at www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
We are not your average suppliers, we will help you
decide which is the best equipment for you.

Specialised Services
The Ice Rink Company has over 20 years' experience
of operating ice rinks, this is key to designing a facility
that meets our client's needs. We work closely with all
our clients to make sure that we not only deliver a cost
effective solution but The Ice Rink Company will give
you a facility that is operational. We work with clients
to provide maintenace and repairs to existing facilties
& help you to design, build and improve your ice rinks.

www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
@RinkInfo
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HOCKEY GOAL FRAMES
This original Cush-Net™ safe hockey goal was designed by Riley in 1984, which is now the ofﬁcial NHL frame .
Each of these steel hockey goal frames are manufactured to the highest quality and durability.
Features & Beneﬁts:
2 3/8” O.D. steel tube for fronts,
4” x 6” opening
Available in three sizes:
44” deep (NHL standard)
34” deep (provides more room behind the goal)
28” deep (OHA, practice, inline or a recreational goal)
Powder coated red with option of white back
(NHL standard)

Hockey Goal Padding & Netting
All of our hockey goal frame netting is made of
the highest quality materials.
Padding is supplied which includes:
Bottom cushions
Upper level cushions
Net protectors
Back post foam and cover

ICE HOCKEY
SCORE BOARDS

#6410

#6410

Score Board - 6410 & 6280
These 4-sided, ceiling-hung scoreboards feature:
yellow 10" LED Digits for Time
red 10" LED Digits for the Score
green 7" LED Digits for Period
yellow 7" LED Digits for Player and Period
red 7" LED Digits for Shots on Goal
OES's hockey scoreboards include a loud horn (103 decibels at 10').
All circuit boards are conformal coated to protect against moisture.
Time of day is displayed when scoreboards are not in use.
OES's digital timing accuracy is achieved with the latest in microprocessor
technology. Clear viewing distance is around 50' for each 1" of digit size.

Score Boards - 200, 210, 6220, 6225, 6229, 6240 & 6260
Hockey scoreboards include a loud horn (103 decibels at 10').
All circuit boards are conformal coated to protect against moisture.
Time of day is displayed when scoreboards are not in use.
OES's digital timing accuracy is achieved with the latest in microprocessor
technology. Clear viewing distance is around 50' for each 1" of digit size.

#200

#6220

#6225

#6229

#6260

#6240

#210

ICE PAINTING
Super White 3000
This brilliant and intense white ice paint will make your
rink stand out brighter than all the rest. With consistent
improvements over the years, this white ice paint beats
out the competition hands down. Supporting this
premium white paint is a complete line of custom
formulated logo paint available in over 1000 colours. We
recommend 6 to 8 boxes of our Super White 3000
ice paint to cover a standard sized 85' x 200' rink.
Clear Coat
Formulated for the ﬁgure skating industry, this clear
coat semi-transparent ice paint is ideal for ice shows,
fundraisers and special events. Ease of application
and removal are its most attractive features.
Available in 7 colours: blue, green, yellow, orange,
red, magenta, and violet.

Black Light Paint
This unique product glows in the dark, providing
dramatic effects when activated by black lights.
Pigmentation remains sharp and crisp under normal
arena lighting.

Here at the Ice Rink Company we offer a premium
line of quality ice paints, speciﬁcally designed
and carefully formulated for reliable use
in the ice making industry.
We use and supply the best
ice paint in the industry!

MANIFOLD...

We have the knowledge of under ﬂoor heat/cooling, we have been
able to apply this knowledge to ice rink cooling systems, which
have been great successes all over the country.

COOLED AND
HEATED FLOOR

Utilizing on-site manufacturing capabilities we are able to produce
bespoke manifolds as per customer designs or offer an on-site
consultancy service which allows us to create suitable manifolds
with minimal compromise. We can supply small diameter pipe from
Ã˜25mm along with our compact 25mm U-bend ﬁtting which is
perfect for ice rink under ﬂoor cooling systems.

SMART IDEAS

Indoor Steel Dasher Board System
For durability and the ﬁnest quality, this is
speciﬁcally designed to withstand years of abuse.

This steel dasher board is suitable for all
levels of hockey and has been the design
of choice for many community level rinks.
Features & Beneﬁts:
•Available in 5” and 6” wide panels
•Designed to withstand years of abuse
•Ideal for facilities where conversions are
not an issue
•Fully welded design
•Hot dipped galvanized coated after
welding, for corrosion resistance
•The shielding system can be supported
or seamless
•Our ﬂush mounted shielding system can
be installed on all of our steel dasher
board designs

RUBBER MATTING
premium quality rubber for an affordable price

Super Mats

Quattro Mats

Sizes
1.8m x 1.2m x Nominal 12mm Black
1.8m x 1.2m x Nominal 18mm Black

Sizes
1.8m x 1.2m x 18mm Black
1.8m x 1.2m x 12mm Black

Features
Robust heavy duty natural rubber
Low proﬁle 'Hammered' pattern one side
Broad Ribbed ﬂuted pattern other side
Reversible for extended life
Easy to clean
Economically priced

Features
Robust heavy duty regenerated rubber
High proﬁle bubble pattern one side
Broad Ribbed ﬂuted pattern other side
Reversible for extended life
Easy to clean
Economically priced

Amoebic Mats

Comfort Mats

Sizes
2.0m x 1.0m x 10mm Black
1.8m x 1.2m x 12mm Black
1.8m x 1.2m x 17mm Black

Sizes
1.85m x 1.82m x 25mm
1.8m x 1.2m x 25mm

Features
High quality,
heavy duty durable natural rubber
Low proﬁle Amoebic pattern one side
Broad Ribbed ﬂuted pattern other side
Reversible for extended life
Easy to clean
Extended thickness & size range

Features
High Quality all rubber mould construction
Attractive 'Hammered' pattern non slip ﬁnish
Unique recessed, hollowed cellular back
Excellent foot / ﬂoor low temperature insulation
Heavy Duty 25mm thickness

ProWall-Gaga
ProWall® - Gaga Pits
Use the pending ProWall Panels to add action to your camp, school,
recreation center or home. A staff of just two people can snap together
a ProWall Gaga pit in less than ﬁve minutes, but the fun lasts for hours,
days and months.
Advantages:
•Set up as temporary or permanent and change shapes and sizes as

often as you want!
•Set up an ofﬁcial-size 26ft x 26ft pit in less than ﬁve minutes
•Order natural colour panels or custom colours for a cool, stylish look
•Molded one-piece corners mean no gaps for ﬁngers to get caught in
•ProWall’s famous “no-tool” connection mechanism
•ProWall is made of durable, rotationally-molded plastic which is light
for staff to set up and durable enough for year-round, outdoor use
•Adjustable left - and right - swing gates
•All panels are 42” high x 8” deep
•Manageable 8” stepover for gate thresholds
•Stacking features on 8ft Straight Panels for safe storage and transport
•One full pit stores on a 42” x 96” pallet (included with order)
•One full pit is less than £5,000.00
•The #1 choice of camp professionals
•Backed by over 15 years of experience in the industry

Interested?....

SRG
SPORTS RESOURCE GROUP

ProWall - Divider System
ProWall® - Hard Board Dividers
use our patented ProWall panels to maximize ice time and versatility
at your rink!

SRG
SPORTS RESOURCE GROUP

Advantages:
•By creating two separate play areas, the “neutral zone” between the

two can be used for rest, substitution and play in the cross-ice area
while the 5th team receives instruction from coaches, etc.
•By receiving two sets of these ProWall boards, the youth hockey
association/rink is receiving 220 linear feet of boards.
•These boards can also be used for dry-land training, parking lot games,
shortening two rinks, etc. ProWall provides maximum versatility.
•With ProWall, you can also create special stick-handling areas, goalie
practice areas and 3-on-3 practices, games and tournaments while still
maximizing other areas of the ice.
•ProWall panels are 88 lbs each (for an 8 ft straight panels or 8 ft radius
panel) which is about half the weight of a traditional aluminium/poly
divider panel.
•This means faster set up and tear-down time as wellas more people
who are eligible to help. ProWall panels have a 1.5” deep channel in the
top of the boards that can accommodate acrylic ornetting for
additional upper containment in the future or if dividers are installed
for a long period of time.

“THE PROWALL PRODUCT
MAKES OUR POND HOCKEY
PROGRAM A BREEZE. THE ‘NO TOOL’
CONNECTIONAND LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIAL
MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO INSTALLAND REMOVE
THE DASHERS EASILY ON A DAILY BASIS.”
Miles HeritageThe Ice Ranch, Littleton, CO

The Ice Rink Company - Tydan Performance Blades

SIZING CHART

HOCKEY
Bauer*

TDB-SS,

TDB-DLC
Boot size

fit Tuuk Lightspeed *, Lightspeed II * and LS2.1 Power * holder
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

14

Holder size

212

212

221

221

230

230

238

238

246

246

254

254

263

263

272

272

280

280

288

288

296

296

306

322

TDB Blade size

210

210

220

220

230

230

238

238

246

246

254

254

263

263

272

272

280

280

288

288

296

296

306

322

TDB-Custom

fit Tuuk Custom Plus * holder

Boot size

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

Holder size

220

220

230

230

240

240

250

250

254

254

263

263

272

272

280

280

288

288

296

296

306

TDB Blade size

220

220

230

230

240

240

250

250

254

254

263

263

272

272

280

280

288

288

296

296

306

TDC-Pro
TDC-ProZ

fit Eblade Pro* holder
fit SpeedBlade + 4.0* holder

Boot size

Reebok* and CCM*

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

13

Holder size

215

221

221

230

230

238

238

247

255

255

263

263

271

271

271

280

280

287

287

295

295

304

304

312

TDC Blade size

215

220

220

230

230

238

238

246

254

254

263

263

272

272

272

280

280

288

288

296

296

306

306

312

TDG-Ultra

fit Graf * Cobra and Ultra holder

Boot size

1

1.5

4.5

5

10.5

11

Holder size

219

219

219 229

229

238 238

238

242

242 254

254 263

263

272 272

280

280 288

288

296 296

TDG Blade size

220

220

220 230

230

238 238

238

246

246 254

254 263

263

272 272

280

280 288

288

296 296

TDE-Bladz
TDE-Mako

fit Easton * Razor Bladz II holder
fit Easton * CXN holder

Boot size

2

5

2.5

5.5

3

4

4.5

6

Holder size

238

238

246 246

254

TDE Blade size

238

238

246 246

254

3.5

6.5

4

7

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

11.5

Graf *

Easton*
7.5

8

8.5

9

254 263

263

272

272 280

254 263

263

272

272 280

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5 12

280 288

288

296 296

306

280 288

288

296 296

306

For more information, please visit us today at www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk

The Ice Rink Company - Tydan Blades Inc. replacement steel are alternative for BAUER, RBK, CCM, EASTON and GRAF. BAUER, TUUK,
tUUK CUSTOM, TUUK LIGHTSPEED, LIGHTSPEED POWER trade-marks andany other trade-mark(s) are registered trade-mark(s) of Bauer
Hockey corp. GRAF trade-mark is registered trade-mark of Graf & Co., Sportschuhfabrik. EASTON trade-mark is registered trade-mark of
Easton Sports Inc. RBK trade-mark is registered trade-mark of Reebok International Limited.

The Ice Rink Company - MDF Industries

The FG-8 machine comes standard with 2 finishing
heads and one Cross Grind or Contour wheel.
FG-8 Features:
• 1/2 HP 110/220 V 3600 RPM direct drive ball
bearing motor
• Sturdy eleven gauge steel cabinet
• Polished precision ground 7/8” table top
• Two 9” x 16” x 3 1/2” lined drawers
• Full width double top shelf with flourescent light
• Optional Body Balance Contour ®
• 60” x 26” work area
• Weight: 950 lbs
• Full cabinet with self-contained Dust Collection unit

Guaranteed 5 Year Warranty!

The FG 7 machine comes standard with a single head
finishing wheel and one Cross Grind or Contour wheel.
FG-7 Features:
• 1/2 HP 110/220 V 3600 RPM direct drive ball
bearing motor
• Sturdy eleven gauge steel cabinet
• Polished precision ground 7/8” table top
• Two 9” x 16” x 3 1/2” lined drawers
• Flourescent light
• Optional Body Balance Contour ®
• 60” x 26” work area
• Weight: 950 lbs
• Full cabinet with self contained Dust Collection unit

Guaranteed 5 Year Warranty!

For more information, please visit us today at
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk

The Ice Rink Company - MDF Industries

The FG-3L machine has a single head with a
large filter canister
FG-3L Features:
• 1/2 HP 110/220 V 3600 RPM direct drive ball
bearing motor
• Sturdy eleven gauge steel cabinet
• Polished precision ground 7/8” table top
• 9” x 16” x 3 1/2” lined drawer
• Full width double top shelf with flourescent light
• Optional fully enclosed 99.92% efficient, whisper
quiet 60db 750 CFM dust collector
• 60” x 26” work area
• Weight: 660 lbs
• Full cabinet with self-contained Dust Collection unit

Guaranteed 5 Year Warranty!

The FG-2 machine is a single stand model with
a full 8” head.
FG-2 Features:
• 7/8” polished steel table top 22” x 20”
• Pedestal height of 34”
• Our latest design is specifically made to replace our
swing arm models in their existing locations
• This unit comes with our universal skate holder and
innovative dresser head

Guaranteed 5 Year Warranty!

DON’T MISS OUT, CONTACT US TODAY!

For more information, please visit us today at
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk

SKATING AIDS
Polar Bear Skating Aids

Our Polar Bear Skating Aids have been designed
to help children & adults gain conﬁdence on the ice!

Features & Beneﬁts:
• Gain Conﬁdence On The Ice
• Available In A Variety Of Differnt Colours
• Suitable For All Ages
• Designed To Withstand Years Of Abuse
• Stable & Safe
• Approved By Skating Teachers & Coaches
• Fun And Friendly Charaters
• Manufactured In Great Britian
• 5 Year Quality Guarentee!

ACCESSORIES

Don’t Forget these cool items!

Hockey Puck Sharpeners
don’t lose your edge, stay sharp!

Ice Dragon
Thermic Ice Resurfacer, ideal
for smaller rinks!

For more information, please visit us today at www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

Ringette
CI-RRING
Ringette Ring oﬃcial size, weight and markings,
very durable (Blue)
CI-RSW
Economy 54” Wood Ringette Stick
All wood construction
Available in Red, Blue and White
CI-RS2214 (BLUE) / CI-RS2216 (PINK)
Courtica Tip- in blue or rose--laminated
wood-shaft with fused Poly-Tip, increases
player performance, maintains a better grip
on the ring while passing, greater control
when stick handling, more precision while
making key shots and maximizes contact
with the ring

Silipos Gel Protection
GEL TUBING- WIDE FOOT/ANKLE
Mesh fabric tubing lined with soft polymer gel
comforts and conditions by absorbing shock and
pressure. Hand washable and reusable. Can be
cut to desired size. Available in 3” X 10” sleeve
packaged one per poly bag.
GEL TUBING- NARROW
Same product as the wide tubing (above) but
made in 1” X 6” size to place over toes. Protects
and cushions the side of the foot and the toe
from rubbing or squeezing by the boot.
Hand washable and reusable. Can be cut to
desired size. Available in 1” X 6” sleeves
packaged two per poly bag.
PLANTAR FASCITIS ARCH SLEEVE
Podiatrist designed and clinically proven to
signiﬁcantly reduce foot and heel pain. The
unique structure and shape of the gel pad
prevents the foot from rolling over, reducing
strain on tendons while providing a gentle
massaging action to cushion and absorb shock
with every step. This product is washable and
reusable. Available for left foot or right foot –
Packaged one per poly bag

SILIPOS is the original
recommended gel in the medical
community and is the proven gel
brand for skin care!

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

BOOT BUMPER
Helps protect the front of the foot and the Achilles
heel area from abrasions without added bulk.
Provides light compression to the foot and ankle.
Gel pads on front and heel areas. Hand washable
and reusable. Available in 2 sizes—small/medium
or large/extra large.

LACE BITE PROTECTOR
Anatomically designed gel pad to protect the front
of the foot and ankle from pressure, friction and
pinching caused by laces. Provides light
compression to the foot and ankle. Hand washable
and reusable.
One size.

MALLEOLAR GEL SLEEVE
Sleeve has 2 soft molded polymer gel pads located
on the medial and lateral malleolar. Cushions and
protects the ankle against impact, pressure and
abrasion while providing gentle compression to the
ankle. One size ﬁts left or right ankle. Hand
washable and reusable.
One size.
ACHILLES HEEL PAD
Single gel pad on the heel / Achilles area of the
foot protects against abrasion without added bulk.
Hand washable and reusable. Available in S/M or
L/XL.
CARPAL GEL SLEEVE
Comfortable sleeve worn over the hand and wrist
to protect the heel of the hand and the wrist
during falls. The pad is integrated into a skin
colored sleeve. Hand washable and reusable.
Comes left or right handed.

TOE/FINGER CAP
Shaped cap ﬁts either toe or ﬁnger. Protects sore
or vulnerable digits from further damage or from
cuts and abrasions. Ideal for use during Bielman
spins. Available in Small or Large

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

GEL BUNION CUSHION
Ideal where an irritation or bunion is present .One
size ﬁts all.

ELBOW AND KNEE GEL PAD
Gives cushioning protection from falls. Integrated
into a protective white sleeve for easy on and oﬀ and
minimum visibility under tights. Hand washable and
reusable.
Available in S/M, L/XL, or XXL

GEL PRESSURE RELIEF DISCS
Can be applied directly to any part of the body
suﬀering from discomfort caused by pressure and
friction, or to protect from the same. Can be trimmed
to custom sizes. Washable and reusable. Available in
2.5” or 4” sizes
GEL DOTS
Designed for the treatment of pressure or frictioninduced lesions such as blisters, corns, calluses or
pressure points. Self-adhesive backing allows use
with most
materials (NOT skin). Each dot is 1/8” (3mm) thick
and 1” (3 cm) in diameter.
Packaged 15 dots to a sheet

THE LOW PROFILE FABRIC-COVERED GEL INSOLE
Designed for general shock absorption, pressure
distribution, and added comfort. This insole can be
used by itself or as a lining under other insoles for
additional shock absorption and protection.
Small (Women's Shoe Size 4.5 to 7)
Medium (Women's’ Shoe size 7.5 to 11 Men’s shoe
size 5.5 to 9.5)
Large (Women’s Shoe size 11.5 to 13 Men’s shoe Size
10 to 12.5)

TAIL BONE GEL PAD
This is the thickest gel pad for tail bone protection to
disperse pressure upon impact. 4” diameter pad (One
size only)

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
FALL EEZ HIP PADSThe Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

FALL EEZ HIP PAD
A hip pad designed to ﬁt inside a garment and
protect the skater (or anyone else) from
painful falls right on the hip bone. They are
designed in such a way as to be molded to ﬁt
your hip shape.
GEL PROTECTION TOTE
This tote is designed for the athlete “on the
go” who requires protection from blisters and
rubbing equipment.
Each heavy plastic “Tote” has a zipper to keep
the materials clean and dry in an equipment
bag, as well as a heavy-duty clip to enable you
to attach it to your bag.
Each “tote” contains the following:
One 3” X 10” Silipos Gel Tube & Two 2 1/2
inch Silipos Gel Discs

First Aid
CI-BAND AID-1
32 Piece in nylon kit Perfect for individual
CI-BAND AID-2
45 Piece in plastic case Perfect for coach

CI-BAND AID-3
65 Piece in tool box type case Perfect for
team
CI-COLDPACK
Single use cold packs

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

CHAMPION CORDS

ANKLE BUZZER

Used by over 5,000 skaters in Canada
and the USA to improve alignment and
position, and develop muscle memory
for spins, jumps, stroking, and posture.

The Ankle Buzzer (with Sound Box) is a
Velcro sleeve with a pressure-sensitive
sound box and trigger inside that fastens
around the skater’s ankle. When doing
drills or jumps, a properly executed
maneuver where the ankles contact
each other is rewarded with a sound
from the Ankle Buzzer, allowing the
skater to re-create the movement
regularly and thus develop the muscle
memory necessary to attain consistency
in their skating.

Champion Cords are available as follows:
Complete package of two cords
and hooks plus Instructional CD
Package of one cord with hook
Replacement cord (no hook)
Instructional CD’s on their own

Coaching Accessories
CI-MINI POCKET BOARD
Pro Pocket Board w/marker 4” x 6”
CI-JUNIOR WALL MOUNT
Junior Wall Mount w/marker has suction
cups 16” x 24”
CI-COACHES FOLDER
Executive edition.Two boards. Full and half
rink w/pen, pad and eraser 11” x 15”

CI-SPORTS TALK
Full ice only w/clip, pen and eraser 9 1/2”
x 13 1/2”

CI-JUMBO WALL MOUNT
Jumbo Wall Mount comes with eraser and
3 pens 30” x 48”

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

CI-PUCK
Oﬃcial 6oz. plain black hockey puck
CI-PUCKET
A bucket of 24 or 36 pucks. Available in Black,
Red and Royal bucket

CI-H20-1
600 ml water bottle
CI-H20-6
600 ml extendable tip water bottle
CI-H20-2
850 ml water bottle
CI-H20-7
850 ml extendable tip water bottle

CI-H20-8
850 ml (Tall Boy) water bottle Pro Style Lid

CI-H20-3
Holds 8 CI-H2O-1/H2O-2 water bottles or a
combination of both

CI-H20-4
Holds 14 CI-H2O-1/H2O-2 water bottles or a
combination of both

CI-H20-5
Comes with 14 500 ml bottles and carrying
case

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

CI-CONE
6” or 9” pylon available individually or in a set of 3

CI-EDGE TOOL
Hand held “double prong” ceramic edge restoration
tool
CI-MINI EDGE
“Double prong” edge restorer. All ceramic material
on key ring

CI-SLBR
Skate Lace Bracelets
Comes in two sizes large and small
Available in Pink, White, Black

CI-SLB
Skate Lace Belt
Comes in one size, but may be cut to appropriate
length
Available in Yellow, Black and White

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

PEALESS
CI-40P
Fox 40 Pearl
Coaching/Referee with
lanyard ring only
Black
CI-40PF
Fox 40 Pearl
Coaching/Referee with
ﬁnger grip
Black
CI-T2000
ACME Tornado
Whistle Very
Powerful
Black
CI-40PX/CI-FLEX
Fox 40 on coil wrist
strap/ Flex coils for
wrist
Various colours
PEA TYPE
CI40FF
Fox 40 Force
w/ﬁnger grip
Oﬃcial Whistle of
the NHL Silver
CI-40GG
Fox 40 Force w/glove
grip Oﬃcial Whistle of
the NHL

PEA TYPE
CI-477/585
ACME Thunderer w/ﬁnger
grip Large. 2pc mouth
Black/Silver
CI-577
ACME Thunderer w/ﬁnger
grip
#577 Large
Black
CI-558
ACME Thunderer without
lanyard
#558 Large
Black
CI-40STR
Fox 40 Striker with lanyard
ring Silver
CI-660
ACME Thunderer without
lanyard
#660 Small
Black
CI-40PL
Fox 40 pearl coaches/referee
with lanyard strap
CI-Lanyard
Cloth lanyard w/swivel
snap clip attaches to most
whistles
Black

CI-Stop Watch Features:

Size: 80 x 65 x 20 mm Weight:
Professional Chronograph Digital stopwatches timer show
hour, minute, second, day, month, and day of the week
12 or 24 hour user with Chronograph Stopwatches
1/100 second Chronograph up to 23 hours, 59 minutes, 59
seconds Timer Stopwatches alarm with 4 minutes snooze
comes with manual

CI-MAT
Rubber back skate mat. Can roll up and ﬁt into hockey bag
18” x 24”
Blue or Grey
CI-PS WIPES
Micro ﬁbre suede skate wipe allows you to wipe water and
ice oﬀ your skate blade before putting them into your
skateguards.
Prevents blades from rusting 7” x 7”

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
The Ice Rink Company - Centre Ice

PLAYER ACCESSORIES
CI-BUTLER
24” long mountable stick holder
Workable opening of 3/4” round to 1-5/8” to
handle all stick sizes. Holds 8 sticks with blades
ﬂush on wall or 16 sticks with blades sticking out
from the wall!
Perfect for garages and locker rooms!
MADE IN CANADA with durable glass ﬁlled nylon
plastic
Optimized tension springs allowing easy entry
and exit for all ages!
Can be mounted horizontally or vertically,
allowing you to eﬃciently utilize available wall
space

CI-GLUE
Glue sticks for wooden butt ends

CI-BEW-JR/CI-BEW-SR
Wood butt end 8” and 12”

CI-SHINNIES
Holds shin pads ﬁrmly and comfortably in place
Eliminates costly tape and cumbersome straps

CI-SLT
Convenient folding lace tightener, individually
wrapped
CI-HR9
Hockey Repair Kit
Comes with small course and ﬁne honing stones,
screwdriver and screws

For more information, please visit
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CI-Neck
Designed to exceed BNQ and CE standards.
Provides neck and throat coverage
Nylon tricot/foam laminate liner. 1000 Denier
DuPont Cordura® outer shell for cut resistance.
Available in small, medium and large.
CI-Neck w/bib
JR/SR Designed to exceed BNQ and CE
standards. Provides neck and throat coverage.
Nylon tricot/foam laminate liner. 1000 Denier
DuPont Cordura® outer shell for cut resistance.
ODOR-AID SPORTS EQUIPMENT SPRAY
Odor-Aid can be used in the locker/dressing
room and on gym equipment, and is suitable for
killing bacteria on many diﬀerent surfaces
(ﬁberglass, metal, plastic, and vinyl). Odor-aid
is bactericidal, fungicidal, and virucidal.
Available in:
7 oz. (207 ml) bottle
14 oz. (414 ml) bottle
68 oz (2L) jug
Available singly or in display units of 12 bottles.

ODOR-AID DEODORIZING DISCS
Simply drop a disc in your skates, ski boots, or
sports bag to remove oﬀending odors such as
perspiration, mildew, etc. Leaves your
equipment smelling fresh and clean use after
use.
Sold 12/case

HOCKEY STICK WAX
Blade and shaft wax for better grip, applicable
to all sports. Push up style
4.2 oz (120g)

NO FOGG’N WAY
Use No Fogg'n Way anti-fog spray on hockey
shields and visors
5 oz (148) ml

For more information, please visit
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MINI GLOVES
(One size ﬁts all)
These high quality standard size mini gloves
are available in the following colors:
Beige, Black, White, Light Pink, Hot Pink,
Lavender, Purple, Red, Light Blue, Royal
Blue, Turquoise, and Ivory
“FUZZY” GLOVES AND MITTS
(One size ﬁts all)
Larger than the Mini Gloves, these ultra soft
and extremely warm gloves and mitts both
come in the following colors:
Pink, Fuchsia, Magenta, Turquoise, Purple,
and Black.
HEADBANDS
Each Headband has a velvet back and
elastic connector allowing for a ﬂexible and
non-slip ﬁt. Unlike most other headbands,
the sparkles will not shed as they are part
of the fabric. Other sports and colors are
available. Minimum order on styles and
colors other than those shown is 12 units
each.

Skates-White

JEWELRY
Sports Jewelry are high quality Rhodium
plated pieces, many with inset clear stones.
Pendants all include 16 inch chains.

Skates-Pink

Aqua

Dance-Pink

Fuschia

Lime Green

Gym-Lime

Grape

Pink

Gym-Pink

Hot Pink

Red

SKATING
Mini Skate Earrings
Mini Skate Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones on Silver with Clear Stones on Blade
Dangle (shown) or Post
blade

Skate Pendant with Chain
Silver (clear Stones) one side
White Enamel on Reverse

“Beilman Spin” Skater
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

“Scratch Spin” Skater
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

GYMNASTICS

Gymnast “Splits” Pendant
with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

Gymnast on Balance Beam
Earrings
Silver Dangle (shown) or Post

Gymnast “Scorpion Pose”
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

Gymnast On Balance Beam
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

DANCE

Gymnast/Dancer “Leg Up
Pose” Earrings
Silver Post (Shown) or
Dangle

HOCKEY

Ballerina Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

Dance Shoes
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

Dancer/Gymnast “Leg Up”
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

Crossed Hockey Sticks
Pendant with Chain
Silver with Clear Stones

For more information, please visit
www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
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ProFormance waxes are Revolutionary.

75 ml Twist-up Containers

25g Clamshell Containers

These clamshell containers allow players
to sample all of our hockey waxes without
having to commit to our full size
containers. The clamshell containers can
be resealed in order to store the

remaining wax for use at a later time.

A process for superior puck control.

All ProFormance Hockey Waxes are made from proprietary formulas
and use the highest quality paraﬃn wax. The unique scenting process
allows our grape scent to be noticeable without being overpowering.
And have a longer-lasting scent than any other wax on the market.
These waxes are made speciﬁcally for the ice, meaning they won’t
freeze up and ﬂake oﬀ like that of generic paraﬃn waxes.
Formulated to adhere to each other, ProFormance Waxes give players
of all levels stronger, longer-lasting protection and performance.
Because of our proprietary formulas and unique waxing process,
players have the ability to customize the feel and tackiness to best
suit their game. No other wax on the market can do this for players.
This customization is the ProFormance diﬀerence.

Eye-Catching countertop displays
PROFORMANCE POP DISPLAY MODEL
A small yet versatile countertop POP display. This POP display
can be used to display either our 75ml canisters or our 25g
clamshells with the optional hooks.
Measurements:
Without header: 6 1/8 x 11 1/4 x 7 3/8 inches
With Header: 6 1/8 x 11 1/4 x 13 1/4 inches
Front lip: 1 1/2 inches
Sold with: (16) - 75ml Canisters or (16) - 25g clamshells

All of our waxes are available in these highquality plastic twist-up containers, that
allows players to apply even layers without
the mess and waste that often comes along
with other waxes. Each containers] has a
label that details the ProFormance Puck
Control Process in both English and French.

For more information, please visit
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PF PERFORMANCE BASE
Apply directly over PF Stik Tape to waterproof tape and prevent
snow/ice build-up. PF Performance Base is the ﬁrst step in the
ProFormance Puck Control Process and oﬀers superior
adhesion to tape or directly to the blade. This wax was specially
formulated to act as a protection layer for the stick and tape,
meaning that is prevents snow and ice from building up on the
blade while waterprooﬁng the tape.
CI-PW-BASE 25g Clamshell
CI-PWC-BASE 75ml Canister
PF CONTROL
Apply over PF Performance Base to add a level of tackiness to
enhance feel and control of the puck with medium tackiness.
Less tacky than PF Max Control, PF Pro Control allows players to
better control the puck with medium tackiness. This added level
of tackiness will help players improve their puck control,
pass/shot accuracy, and lift on shots. PF Pro Control is
formulated to be applied over PF Performance Base to create
long-lasting tackiness that won’t freeze up on the ice like that of
generic paraﬃn waxes.
CI-PW-CONTROL 25g Clamshell
CI-PWC-CONTRO 75ml Canister
PF MAX CONTROL
Apply over PF Performance Base for superior puck control at all
skill levels. Maximum tackiness. PF Max Control is formulated
for just that, maximum control. This is our tackiest wax and
allows players of all skill levels to improve their puck control
and get the tackiest feel for their stick. This tackiness increases
spin rate and lift on players’ shots, making it easier to hit top
shelf.
CI-PW-XCONTROL 25g Clamshell
CI-PWC-XCONTROL 75ml Canister

PF STIK GRIP
Apply this heat-activated wax over a layer of PF Performance
Base on the handle for a ﬁrm, stiﬀ grip. No residue on gloves.
PF Stik Grip is a specially formulated wax for use on the handle
of the hockey stick. This wax is heat-activated; meaning that it
will not be tacky when applied, but will increase in tackiness
when heat is applied (gloves touching). Because of this wax’s
unique properties, no residue is left on gloves. PF Stik Grip is
popular among goalies as it provides extra grip for stick saves
and poke checks.
CI-PW-GRIP 25g Clamshell
CI-PWC-GRIP 75ml Canister

For more information, please visit
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CRITTER COVERS
Heavy ﬁr-like material outside—reinforced
moisture absorbent liner inside for good looks
and longer wear. One size ﬁts all.

Black Swirl

Lt. Blue Swirl

Cream Swirl

Black Swirl
Lt. Blue Swirl
Cream Swirl
Red Tiger
Blue Tiger
Purple tiger
Orange Tiger
Cheetah
Dalmatian

Red Tiger

Blue Tiger

Purple tiger

Orange Tiger

Cheetah

Dalmatian

ZOOKERZ
Moisture absorbent liner, one size ﬁts all.
Squeeze my head and I make the sound of the
animal.
Bunny
Cat
Dog
Elephant
Frog
Lamb
Monkey
Penguin
Pig
Seal

For more information, please visit
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CI-PFS-W
Polar Fleece “Walkies”
Black Polar Fleece with coloured walk strip
Red, Black, Pink, Gold, Neon Green, Blue
Junior and Senior sizes available
CI-PFS-WT
Polar Fleece “Walkies”
Black Polar Fleece with White “Terry Cloth”
inside with coloured walk strip Red, Gold,
Blue
One size

CI-PFS
Polar Fleece Soakers
Junior and Senior sizes available

CI-PFS-T
Polar Fleece Soakers with white “Terry
Cloth” inside Available in Blue/White or
Red/White
One size

Fuchsia/Purple
COTTON BLADE COVERS
Heavy duty cotton outer and moisture
absorbent liner. Supplied in numerous
diﬀerent and colorful fabrics.
Minimum order of 12 assorted.
Available in Junior (up to 9” blade) or Senior
sizes

For more information, please visit
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CI-PS-CENTIPEDE
Centipede skate guard w/adjustable strap One
size ﬁts all
Available in:
Black
White
Pink
Purple
Yellow
Red
Forest Green
Navy Blue
Silver

CI-FUN GUARDS
Quality skate guards designed by ParadiceWorld exclusively for Polar Skate.
Comes with skate wipe Junior Only
Polar Bear
Pig
Duck
Hedgehog
Cow
Duck
Bunny
Donkey
Husky

www.theicerinkcompany.co.uk
@RinkInfo
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